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Introduction:  With the recent selection of Drag-

onfly, a mission to Titan which includes a seismometer 
among other instruments, for a New Frontiers phase A 
study, it is important to begin quantifying the expected 
sources of seismic signals which can be observed to 
help guide mission requirements.  Seismic data re-
mains one of the best means for determining subsur-
face structure, and such information will be vital to 
better constrain the internal structure and evolution of 
Titan on a large scale as well as providing astrobiolog-
ically relevant information such as the proximity of 
liquid water layers and fluid activity [1]. 

Recently, there have been several advances that 
make the assessment of likely signals from ice-
cracking events due to tidal action on Titan feasible.  
These include a tool for calculating thermodynamically 
self-consistent interior models for icy ocean worlds 
[2], a set of tools for numerically calculating and inter-
preting icy world seismology [3], and a framework for 
calculating likely activity levels assuming a Guten-
berg-Richter relationship developed for Europa [4], 
and extended to other moons and to account for spatial 
and temporal variation through the tidal cycle [5]. 

Creation of an event catalog: Following work by 
Golombek et al. [6] for Mars and extended to Europa 
by Panning et al. [4], we can define likely activity lev-
els using an assumed Gutenberg-Richter relationship, 
usually defined as 

log$% 𝑁(𝑀)) = 𝑎 − 𝑏𝑀), 
but rewritten as in Golombek et al. (1992) as 

𝑁 𝑀% = 𝐴𝑀%
12, 

where log$% 𝑀% = 1.5𝑀) + 9.1, 𝑎 = log$% 𝐴 − 9.1𝐵, 
and 𝑏 = 1.5𝐵.  The cumulative moment release is 

𝛴𝑀% =
𝐴𝐵
1 − 𝐵

𝑀%
⋆ $12, 

where 𝑀%
⋆ is the largest event.  With this, we can define 

the seismic event statistics with 3 parameters (b, Σ𝑀<, 
and 𝑀%

⋆).   
For most terrestrial catalogs, b is close to 1, so we 

assume that value here, although other values have 
been suggested for some lunar and icequake catalogs 
[4].  In order to determine a value for cumulative mo-
ment release, we can scale from observed lunar seis-
micity by the tidal dissipation energy.  We estimate the 
tidal dissipation rate of Titan to be 116 GW based on a 
k/Q value of 0.004. While literature estimates vary, 

most estimates are generally less than 400 GW, and for 
comparison the Earth’s moon has dissipation rate of 
1.36 GW [e.g. 1].  Using this value to scale up from 
the observed lunar cumulative moment of ~1015 Nm/yr 
[5, 7], we obtain a cumulative moment release for Ti-
tan of ~5x1015 Nm per Titan tidal cycle, or ~1.1x1017 
Nm per Earth year.  For the maximum event size, we 
choose an initial value of 4x1016 Nm (MW 5), which 
produces consistent moment release over several cy-
cles, without accumulation of energy for rare, large 
events. 

 
Figure 1: Gutenberg-Richter catalog estimate for Titan.  
(Top) Solid blue lines shows the  number of events as a 
function of magnitude for one tidal cycle for extrapola-
tion from lunar seismicity, while the dashed lines show 
upper and lower bounds due to varying both cumula-
tive moment and maximum event size by an order of 
magnitude.  Green line shows one random realization 
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for a 10-cycle catalog.  (Bottom) The events for the 
green line catalog above. 

 
Predicted number of events for a single cycle is 

shown in figure 1 (blue line, top).  Rough uncertainty 
estimates are shown as dashed lines by varying the 
cumulative moment and maximum event size each by 
+/- an order of magnitude.  A random realization of 
these event statistics over 10 tidal cycles is shown as a 
green line in the top panel with the events as a function 
of time and magnitude in the bottom panel. 

Implications for observability: If seismic obser-
vations can be made over several orbital cycles, it is 
reasonable to expect several events over MW 4 may 
occur.  For comparison, events above MW 3 on Europa 
are likely globally observable [3,4].  While the larger 
radius, thicker ice shell, and atmospheric and surface 
lake noise on Titan need to be further considered, it is 
reasonable to expect observations of ice-cracking 
events are feasible. 

Continuing work: With the creation of a range of 
synthetic catalogs, we will use the synthetic waveform 
databases already computed for Titan (figure 2 from 
[3]) to create long simulated seismic records similar to 
those calculated for Europa [4].  These will allow for 
better estimation of likely signal and background ice-
cracking noise on Titan.  We will also incorporate spa-
tial and temporal variation throughout the tidal cycle 
by scaling from calculated variation of energy dissipa-
tion [e.g. 5]. 

Future work will be needed to assess seismic sig-
nals originating from Titan’s atmosphere, surface 
lakes, and subsurface ocean.  These are likely to be 
significant sources of seismic energy even in the ab-
sence of large ice-cracking events, which may be ex-
ploited for locating fluid activity or evaluating subsur-
face structure using ambient noise techniques. 
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Figure 2: Record section of synthetic Titan seismo-
grams for a thin (top) and thick (bottom) ice shell.  
Color depends on polarization according to the inset 
color scale in upper left of each panel. Figure adapted 
from Stähler et al. [3]. 
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